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(57) ABSTRACT

A light receiving element (7) receiving return light from an

optical disk has main light receiving sections (7a, lb) and

sub light receiving sections (le, If). A focus error signal is

found by computing (Sa+Sf )-(Sb+Se), where Sa, Sb, Se,

and Sf represent output signals of the light receiving sections

(7a, lb, le, If), respectively. Each of the sub light receiving

sections (le, If) has a smaller area than each of the main

light receiving sections (la, lb) has. With the foregoing

arrangement, upon access to a multilaminate optical disk in

which distances between recording layers are small, respec-

tive focus error signals from the recording layers do not

interfere with each other, and occurrence of an offset can be

suppressed even in the case where an assembly error of the

optical element or the like exists.

7 Claims, 17 Drawing Sheets
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FIG.1
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FIG. 3
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FIG. 6(a)
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FIG. 8(a)
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1

OPTICAL PICKUP DEVICE

TECHNICAL FIELD

The present invention relates to an optical pickup device

installed in an optical disk device for optically recording/

reproducing information to/from an information recording

medium such as an optical disk, or more specifically, relates

to an optical pickup device capable of precisely recording/

reproducing information to/from an optical disk having a

plurality of recording/reproduction layers.

BACKGROUND ART

Recently, practical application of optical disks is pro-

moted in audio, video, computer, and other various fields

since an optical disk is capable of recording massive infor-

mation signals at high density.

In compact disks (CD), video disks, mini disks (MD),

computer-use magneto-optical disks, and the like which are

now widely put on the market, a 1.2 mm thick substrate is

usually used. An objective lens of an optical pickup is also

usually designed so as to correct aberration which occurs

due to the 1.2 mm thick substrate.

On the other hand, various techniques are examined to

increase recording capacity, including a technique of

improving optical resolution by increasing a numerical

aperture (NA) of an objective lens, and a technique of

improving a recording layer is multilaminate.

For example, the Japanese Publication for Laid-Open

Patent Application No. 5-151609/1993 (Tokukaihei

5-151609) discloses an optical disk device for reproducing

information from an optical disk having a plurality of data

layers so that data recorded in the data layers are separately

reproduced from the respective data layers. The recording/

reproduction layers of the foregoing multilaminate disk are

formed by alternately laminating transparent substrates and

aerial layers. Information is recorded/reproduced by shifting

a focus of an objective lens in an optical axis direction by

driving it with an actuator.

In the foregoing example, return light from recording/

reproduction layers adjacent to the target layer does not

affect since the layers are disposed at sufficient distances.

For example, a focus error signal (FES) of an n'th layer

becomes 0 when an (n+1)' th or (n-l)'th layer is brought into

focus, thereby causing no affect such as offset on FESs of

other layers. However, since the layers are disposed at great

distances, in the case where focus servo is applied to each

layer, a total thickness of the whole disk substrate to be

brought into focus greatly varies. Therefore, it is also

necessary to correct spherical aberration which is generated

on each layer, by using an aberration compensator.

As a disk free from the foregoing problem, a double-layer

disk having two data layers at a distance (for example, 40 ftm
to 70 am) which is very small as compared with a thickness

of the substrate has been proposed as a digital versatile disk

(DVD) or the like. In this case, spherical aberration occur-

ring due to a difference in the substrate thickness is suffi-

ciently small, and hence no aberration compensator is

needed.

However, as to a disk in which recording/reproduction

layers are laminated at such a small distance, when a light

beam accesses one recording/reproducing surface, a

reflected light from the accessed recording/reproducing sur-

face is affected by return light from other recording/

reproducing surfaces adjacent to the accessed surface.

Therefore, a focus error signal for focus adjustment of the

19,562 Bl

2
light beam is also affected by the return light, and as a result,

precise focus adjustment cannot be conducted.

An example of an optical system for use with the fore-

going multilaminate disk in which layers are formed at

5 sufficiently small distances is disclosed, for example, in the

Japanese Publication for Laid-Open Patent Application No.

9-161282/1997 (Tokukaihei 9-161282). The optical system

is arranged so that, as shown in FIG. 16, light from a

semiconductor laser 1 is converged onto an optical disk 5 by
10 an objective lens 4, and a returned light therefrom is led to

a light receiving element 6 by a three-division hologram

element 2. The semiconductor laser 1, the hologram element

2, and the light receiving element 6 are integrally provided.

As shown in FIG. 17, the light receiving element 6 has (i)
15 two main light receiving sections 6a and 66 for focus error

signal (FES) detection use, provided adjacent to each other,

and (ii) sub light receiving sections 6e and 6/for focus error

signal compensation use, provided outside the main light

receiving sections 6a and 6b, respectively. Either the main
20

light receiving section 6a or 6b receives return light, depend-

ing on the direction of the focus adjustment. The sub light

receiving sections 6e and 6/ are disposed at positions such

that they detect light when, in a defocus state, the return light

falls also outside the main light receiving sections 6a and 6b.
25

Thus, by using a pair of beam spots formed with the

focus-error-detection-use return light on the sub light receiv-

ing sections 6e and 6f, a focus error is detected and a focus

error signal is generated.

3Q
More specifically, let output signals of the light receiving

sections 6a, 6b, 6e, and 6/be Sa, Sb, Se, and Sf, respectively,

then, the focus error signal FES can be computed by

(Sa+Sf)-(Sb+Se). As a result, when the light beam is pro-

jected to outside the main light receiving section 6a (or 6b)

35
as well in a defocus state due to a displacement beyond the

dynamic range, an output signal of the sub light receiving

section 6e (or 6f) becomes intense, whereby the focus error

signal FES becomes weaker. Thus, the focus error signal

FES is intensified as a displacement from the just focus

4Q
position increases, and thereafter abruptly weakens when the

displacement exceeds a certain level. Therefore, by appro-

priately setting the sizes and arrangement of the main light

receiving sections 6a and 6b and the sub light receiving

sections 6e and 6f, only the focus error signal obtained from

45
the recording/reproducing surface scanned can be used as an

effective signal, while influences of return light from the

recording/reproduction layers adjacent to the scanned layer

can be eliminated.

Thus, theoretically, a precise focus error signal is obtained

50
by the foregoing optical pickup device, and therefore, a

recording/reproducing operation can be carried out with

precision.

In assembling the pickup device, however, an assembly

error naturally exists. In the focus adjusting operation, such

55 an error makes the change of shape of the beam spot formed

with return light on the light receiving element 6 different

from the normal change thereof, thereby causing compen-

sation of the focus error signal to become excessive or

insufficient. As a result, it is impossible to obtain an adequate

60 FES curve in recording/reproducing information to/from an

optical disk having a plurality of recording/reproduction

layers.

Further, in the case where an assembly error occurs, the

return light to light receiving sections 6c and 6d for radial

65 error signal production use is projected thereon with dis-

placement from an ideal position. Therefore, the light

receiving sections 6c and 6d need to be formed to greater

11/21/2003, EAST Version: 1.4.1
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sizes with all errors taken into consideration, so that the

return light never fails to fall within the light receiving

sections 6c and 6d} even when the displacement is greatest.

On the other hand, a signal frequency band of the light

receiving element is required to be higher, as capacity of an

optical disk such as a DVD increases. To cope with such a

requirement, however, it is necessary to reduce a size of the

light receiving element, and this is contradictory to the

aforementioned requirement of enlarging the light receiving

element.

DISCLOSURE OF THE INVENTION

The present invention was made in light with the above-

described problems, and the object of the present invention

is to provide an optical pickup device capable of performing

precise recording/reproducing operations with respect to an

optical disk having a plurality of recording/reproduction

layers even with assembly errors produced in assembling the

pickup device, by optimizing shapes of sub light receiving

sections for focus error signal production use and shapes of

light receiving sections for radial error signal production

use.

To achieve the aforementioned object, a first optical

pickup device of the present invention, in which a light beam
emitted from a light source is converged onto an optical

recording medium through an optical system, and a shift

which a focal point of the light beam has made from the

optical recording medium is detected based on return light

returning from the optical recording medium through the

optical system, is arranged so as to comprise (1) main light

receiving means having at least two main light receiving

sections, each main light receiving section producing a main

signal in accordance with a quantity of the return light

incident thereon, (2) sub light receiving means having sub

light receiving sections, when the shift of the focal point is

beyond a dynamic range and the return light becomes

incident also on outside the main light receiving sections and

partly on the sub light receiving sections, each sub light

receiving means producing a sub signal in accordance with

a quantity of the part of the return light that is incident

thereon, and (3) error signal producing means for producing

a focus error signal by compensating the main signal by

using the sub signal, and the optical pickup device is

arranged so that the sub light receiving means adjusts an

oSset of the focus error signal due to an arrangement error

of an optical element constituting the optical system, by

using the sub signal.

In the first optical pickup device, the error signal produc-

ing means corrects the main signal obtained from the main

light receiving sections by using the sub signal obtained

from the sub light receiving sections, whereby in a great

defocus state, the focus error signal abruptly decreases when
the shift is beyond the dynamic range. With this, focus

control suitable for recording/reproduction with respect to

an optical disk having a plurality of recording/reproduction

layers can be performed. Moreover, since the sub light

receiving means adjusts an error of the focus error signal due

to an arrangement error (an assembly error or the like) of the

optical element by using the sub signal, it is easy to suppress

the offset of the focus error signal even in the case where the

shape of the light beam spot varies due to the arrangement

error.

The foregoing optical pickup device is preferably, for

adjustment by using the sub signal, arranged so that (i) the

sub light receiving section has an effective light receiving

area smaller than that of the main light receiving section, and

10

is

20

25

35

40

45

50

55

60

65

(ii) the sub light receiving means includes level adjusting

means for adjusting a level of the sub signal. The above

arrangement (i) allows the sub signal to be adjusted by using

a simple structure, and ensures that the light receiving

element including the main and sub light receiving sections

is not hindered from having better signal characteristics in a

high frequency band.

Furthermore, in the case where the effective light receiv-

ing area of the sub light receiving sections is optimally set

not less than 25 percent and not more than 80 percent of the

effective light receiving area of the sub light receiving

sections, compensation of the focus error signal is prevented

from becoming excessive or insufficient in a great defocus

state, irrelevant to presence or absence of the arrangement

error.

To achieve the aforementioned object of the present

invention, a second optical pickup device of the present

invention, in which a light beam emitted from a light source

is made to pass through a hologram element and is con-

verged onto an optical recording medium through an optical

element, and a shift which a focal point of the light beam has

made from the optical recording medium is detected based

on return light which returns from the optical recording

medium and is diffracted by the hologram element, is

arranged so as to comprise (1) main light receiving means

having at least two main light receiving sections, each main
light receiving means producing a main signal in accordance

with a quantity of the return light incident thereon, the return

light having a cross section shape in accordance with the

shift which the focal point of the light beam has made from

the optical recording medium, (2) sub light receiving means

having sub light receiving sections, when the shift of the

focal point is beyond a dynamic range and the return light

becomes incident also on outside the main light receiving

sections and partly on the sub light receiving sections, each

sub light receiving means producing a sub signal in accor-

dance with a quantity of the part of the return light that is

incident thereon, and (3) error signal producing means for

producing a focus error signal by compensating the main

signal by using the sub signal, and the optical pickup device

is arranged so that a first order diffractive angle of the

hologram element is set substantially equal to a minimum
diffractive angle in such an angle range as causes a first order

diffracted light resulting on diffraction of the light beam
from the light source by the hologram element to reach

outside of a range of incidence to the optical element.

Incidentally, that "a first order diffractive angle is sub-

stantially equal to a minimum diffractive angle" means that

the first order diffractive angle includes a minimum diffrac-

tive angle to which an angle corresponding to the arrange-

ment error is added so that the arrangement error is taken in

consideration.

The second optical pickup device is thus arranged so that

the first order diffractive angle of the hologram element is set

to a small degree in such a range that an emitted first order

diffracted light does not enter the optical system (lens

system) including the optical element (a collimator lens, an

objective lens, and the like). Under presence of an arrange-

ment error (an assembly error or the like), the variation of

the light beam spot shape of the return light formed on both

the light receiving sections during a focus adjustment opera-

tion differs depending on the first order diffractive angle.

Therefore, by setting the first order diffractive angle small as

described above, such a difference in variation of the light

beam spot shape can be made small. This prevents compen-
sation of the focus error signal from becoming excessive or

insufficient, whereby satisfactory focus error characteristics

11/21/2003, EAST version: 1.4.1
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5 6
(an FES curve) can be obtained in recording/reproducing equal to each other, the light receiving sections have the

information to/from an optical disk having a plurality of same frequency characteristics. Therefore, in reproducing

recording/reproduction layers. information from an optical recording medium having a

The second optical pickup device is preferably arranged plurality of recording/reproduction layers, occurrence of

so that the first order diffractive angle represented by 0 5 radial offi5el can be prevented even in the case where stray

satisfies: light from a layer adjacent to a layer accessed is incident on

the light receiving sections for radial error signal detection

(D+r2+A)/LUrllLl § tanO £ (D+r2)JL I +rl/L2 use

.

For a fuller understanding of the nature and advantages of

where D represents a distance between the light source 10 the invention, reference should be made to the ensuing

and the main and sub light receiving sections, rl detailed description taken in conjunction with the accom-
represents a radius of the hologram element, r2 repre- panying drawings.

sents a radius of an optical element closest to the _ T „ _
hologram element, LI represent a distance between

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

the optical element and the main and sub light receiving is FIG. 1 is a perspective view illustrating a schematic

sections in a direction parallel with an optical axis of arrangement of an optical pickup device of a first embodi-

the hologram element, L2 represents a distance ment of the present invention.

between the hologram element and the main and sub FIG. 2 is a schematic view illustrating an arrangement of
light receiving sections in a direction parallel with the a hologram element of the optical pickup device,

optical axis of the hologram element, and A represents 20 FIG 3 is a plan view iiiustrating an arrangement of a light
an arrangement error of the optical element.

receiving element of the optical pickup device.
To achieve the aforementioned object of the present cir,c A , v.. , A/ *

T
. ...

,
. , . . . * . u- u i- u* FIGS. 4(a) through 4(e) are explanatory views illustrating

invention, a third optical pickup device, in which a light . ,. , , • c \
. t t

• . , f
. j r i- l! • . return light in a focus state, states in which an optical disk
beam emitted from a light source is converged onto an , , .

t
. . . . ,

... ,- it_ . .1. j is closer, and states in which the optical disk is farther,
optical recording medium through an optical system, and a 25 me > , x

shift which a focal point of the light beam has made from the L
HGS

;^ ™d 5 } a
.

rc
.

graphS shTg FES CUTVeS

optical recording medium and a shift of the light beam in an
obLained b? sub hSht receiving sections of a control,

radial direction on the optical recording medium are FIGS. 6(a) and 6(6) are graphs showing FES curves in the

detected based on return light returning from the optical case where a double-layer disk is recorded/reproduced by an

recording medium through the optical system, is arranged so 30 optical pickup device having the sub light receiving sections

as to comprise (1) focus control means including at least two °f tne control.

focus-error-detection-use light receiving sections for pro- FIGS, 7(a) and 7(b) are explanatory views illustrating

ducing a first signal in accordance with a quantity of the shapes of light beam spots on the sub light receiving sections

return light incident thereon, the focus control means of the control in a defocus state.

producing, based on the first signal, a focus error signal in 35 FIGS, S(a) and 8(b) are explanatory views of output

accordance with the shift of the focal point of the light beam, signals of each light receiving section of the control.

(2) radial control means having at least two radial-error- FIGS. 9(a) through 9(h) are graphs showing FES curves
detection-use light receiving sections for providing a second obtained in the case where a width of each sub light

signal in accordance with a quantity of the return light receiving section is varied.

incident thereon, the radial-error-detection-use light receiv- 40 FtGS 10(a) and 10(b) are graphs showing FES curves in

ing sections being provided so as to have the focus-error- the case where an area of each main light receiving section
detection-use light receiving sections provided is double of an area of each sub light receiving section,
therebetween, the radial control means producing, based on FIGS U(fl) through 11{d) m explanatory views illus-

the second signal, a radial error signal in accordance with the
tratiag various arrangements other than an arrangement in

shift of the light beam in the radial direction, and the optical 45 which the sub hgnt receiving sections are narrowed,
pickup device is arranged so that (i) the radial-error- FIGS u fc a front ykw muslratm major arls of an
detection-use hght receiving sections are provided at least in ^ ^ deyice in accordance^ a embodi .

regions to which the return light shifted due to an arrange-
meQt of the inveQtion

ment error of an optical element constituting the optical „Tirio % - t . . . -- /Lv . .„
i . j /*'\ i

i j • „ FIGS. 13(a) through 13(m are explanatory views lUus-
system is incident, and (n) the radial-error-detection-use 50.. .

V7
r r u . u *r j u ui-u*

,r ' u & *• r u* • trating shapes of light beam spots formed on the sub light
light receiving sections have effective light receiving areas, ... K

.
t . ,

6
.

°
i u- u u * ii i * u a receiving sections in the case where a diffractive angle is

respectively, which are substantially equal to each other.
varied

In the third optical pickup device, return light is surely
Va
"f„„ ^ * * ,

received even in the case where the return light to be
FIGS 14(a) and 14(b) are explanatory views illustrating

incident on the light receiving sections for radial error signal 55
shaPe^

of l»ght receiving sections in accordance with a third

detection use is shifted due to an arrangement error, and
embodiment of the present invention, and shapes of light

moreover, the effective light receiving area can be mini-
beam sPots formed oa sub hSht living sections thereof,

mized. By so doing, a difference between the respective FIG
*
15(fl) 1S a Plan view of a li^x receiving element in

effective light receiving areas of the light receiving sections accordance with the third embodiment, showing example

for focus error signal detection use and that for radial error 60 dimensions thereof, and

signal detection use can be made smaller, whereby deterio- FIG- 15(b) is a plan view illustrating an example arrange-

ration of frequency characteristics is prevented. As a result, meDt °f a hologram element and the light receiving element,

the light receiving element including both the light receiving FIG. 16 is a perspective view illustrating an arrangement

sections is not hindered from having better frequency char- of a conventional optical pickup device,

acteristics in a high frequency band. Further, since the 65 FIG. 17 is a plan view illustrating an arrangement of a

effective receiving areas of the light receiving sections for light receiving element in the optical pickup device shown
the radial error signal detection use are set substantially in FIG. 16.
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BEST MODES FOR CARRYING OUT THE lb and le are obtained. A differential amplifier 8 (error

INVENTION signal producing means) finds a difference between the sum
rrm t

• -,i u i
• i • j . *i signals, and outputs a focus error signal FES (=(Sa+Sf)-

The present invention will be explained in more detail * '
r & \~\ /

with the following embodiments and controls, but the
'

present invention should not be limited to the following
5 0n the other hand

>
in the USht receiving element 7, a

embodiments. differential amplifier 9 finds a difference between output

signals of the light receiving sections 7c and Id, and outputs

First Embodiment a radial error signal RES. Incidentally, in the case of an

First of all, the following description will explain a first n
°P

j
tic

f
1 PickuP device

„

f°r
o
use^ DV

?
S
L

il

"ST*
1 that thC

embodiment of the present invention, while referring to
10 radial err0

[
S16nal RES * outputted by finding, not a

FIGS. 1 through 11. The members having the same structure
difference between output signals as above, but a phase

(function) as those shown in FIGS. 16 and 17 will be
difference (delay) of output signals,

designated by the same reference numerals. The following description will explain states of return

FIGS. 1 through 3 are views illustrating an arrangement „ on the receiving element. FIGS. 4(a) through 4(e) are

of a pickup device in accordance with the first embodiment explanatory views explaining the states,

of the present invention. In FIG. 1, an optical disk 5 is, for In a focus stale as shown in FIG. 4(a), that is, when the

example, a disk having two data layers at a sufficiently small !ignt Deam is J ust focused on a desired recording/

distance (for example, 40 to 70 jim) as compared with a reproducing surface of the optical disk 5, a return light

thickness of the substrate, which has been proposed as a diffracted by the division region 2a of the hologram element

double-layer digital versatile disk (DVD). Light emitted 2 forms a fight beam spot PI on the dividing segment Ix,

from a semiconductor laser 1 as a light source is diffracted while return lights diffracted by the division regions 2b and

by a hologram element 2, and a zeroth order diffracted light 2c form light beam spots P2 and P3 on the light receiving

among the light thus diffracted is made to enter the objective sections Id and 7c, respectively. This is because such

lens 4 through a collimator lens 3, thereby being converged
25

adjustment as makes the return light diffracted by the

on the optical disk 5. Return light from the optical disk 5 is
division region 2a form a light beam spot on the dividing

led to the hologram element 2 through the objective lens 4 segment Ix is previously carried out. In some cases, the fight

and the collimator lens 3. beam spots PI, P2, and P3 are formed with some offsets

Hie hologram element 2 is, as shown in FIG. 2, divided
fro1? «nters of the fight receiving sections in the y direction,

into three division regions 2a, lb, and 2c by a dividing 30
50 that P05"100 prance of the light receiving element 7 or

segment 2g extending in a y direction corresponding to a
wavelength variation may be absorbed by adjusting the

radial direction of the optical disk 5, and a dividing segment Positlon °f
J
he hologram element 2 In the focus state as

2h extending from a center of the dividing segment 2g in an
described above, output signals of the mam light receiving

x direction which is orthogonal to the radial direction of the
la and lb and the sub h8ht receiving sections le

optical disk 5, that is, corresponds to a track direction of the 35
and V are zero,

optical disk 5. Diffraction gratings are formed so as to In a defocus state, the output signals of the main light

correspond to the division regions 2a, 2b, and 2c, respec- receiving sections la and lb and the sub light receiving

tively. sections le and 7/ are not zero. In the case where the optical

As shown in FIG. 3, the receiving element 7 has six disk 5 is slightly too far to the objective lens 4, the light

rectangular light receiving sections 7a, lb, 1c, Id, le, and If 40
beam sP°l P1 is enlarSed in lhe main h'ght receiving section

which are juxtaposed in the x direction corresponding to the
lb ™ shown in^ *(b)> whlle in the case where the °Ptlcal

track direction of the optical disk 5. The light receiving disk 5 * sliShtly 100 close > the^ beam sPot P1 * enlarged

sections la and lb in the middle are main light receiving * the main^ receiving section la as shown m FIG. 4(d).

sections for focus error detection use, which are formed by Here
>
when lhe displacement of the objective lens 4 m the

equally dividing one rectangle into the two sections by a 45
focusinS direction is within a range indicated by the

dividing segment Ix extending in the y direction correspond- dynamic range Dy of the focus error signal FES, the focus

ing to the radial direction of the optical disk 5. The light
error SI6nal FES 15 produced based on the output signals Sa

receiving sections le and 7/ disposed beside the main fight
and Sb of the maiD hSht receiving sections la and lb

receiving sections la and lb, respectively, are sub light
(FES=Sa-Sb).

receiving sections for focus error compensation use. The 50 On the other hand, when the displacement of the objective

light receiving sections le and 7/ are positioned symmetri- lens 4 is not within the dynamic range Dy and becomes

cally with respect to the dividing segment Ix. A width Wl greatly defocused, the light beam spot PI protrudes out of

of the main light receiving sections la and lb and a width the main light receiving section lb or la as shown in FIG.

W2 of the sub light receiving sections le and If in the x 4(c) or 4(e), thereby falling also on the sub light receiving

direction are set so as to satisfy W1>W2. On the other hand, 55 section le or 7/ outside the main fight receiving section la

the light receiving sections 7c and Id provided outermost are or lb. In this case, the focus error signal FES is produced

for radial (tracking) error detection use, and are provided at based on the output signals Sa, Sb, Se, and Sf of the main

predetermined distances to the sub light receiving sections and sub light receiving sections la, lb, le, and If (FES=

le and 7/ in the x direction, respectively. Each of the light (Sa+Sf)-(Sb+Se)).

receiving sections la, lb, 1c, Id, le, and If is formed long 60 The following description will explain the focus error

in the y direction corresponding to the radial direction. signal FES of the present embodiment in more detail.

Further, in the light receiving element 7, the light receiv- First of all, a control in which the width Wl of the main

ing sections la and If are connected with each other, while light receiving sections la and lb and the width W2 of the

so are the light receiving sections lb and le, so that a sum sub light receiving sections le and 7/ are equal (each area of

signal of output signals Sa and Sf outputted by the light 65 the main light receiving sections la and lb is equal. to each

receiving sections la and If, and a sum signal of output area of the sub light receiving sections le and If) will be

signals Sb and Se outputted by the light receiving sections explained below.
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In FIG. 5(a), ao FES curve (F) of the control is indicated

by a solid line, and an FES curve (F') in the case where the

sub light receiving sections 7e and 7/ are absent is indicated

by a dot line. Until the light beam spot protrudes out of the

main light receiving section la or lb (within the dynamic

range Dy), the FES curve F conforms to the FES curve F'.

When the light beam spot further protrudes out of the main

light receiving section la or lb and reaches the sub light

receiving section le or 7f the output signal Se or Sf

increases, whereby FES «(Sa+Sf)-(Sb+Se) rapidly

decreases to zero.

More specifically, in the case where the optical disk 5 is

displaced from a position at which the optical disk 5 is

brought into focus (hereinafter referred to as a focus

position) and becomes too far from the objective lens 4 with

a displacement beyond the dynamic range Dy, light is

received by the sub light receiving section If (output signal

Sf) as well as the main light receiving section lb (output

signal Sb). On the other hand, in the case where the optical

disk 5 is displaced from the focus position and approaches

the objective lens 4 excessively with a displacement beyond

the dynamic range Dy, light is received by the sub light

receiving section le (output signal Se) as well as the main

light receiving section la (output signal Sa). Further, in a

defocus state in which the displacement of the optical disk

5 is greatly beyond the dynamic range Dy, a difference

between (Sa+Sf) and (Sb+Se) rapidly decreases, since the

sub light receiving section 7/ or le receives light.

Consequently, the focus error signal FES based on (Sa+

Sf)-(Sb+Se) is sharply converged to zero immediately out-

side the dynamic range Dy, as shown by the solid line curve

(F) in FIG. 5 (a). Since the decreasing manner of the FES
outside the dynamic range Dy changes by varying the shape

of the light receiving sections le and If, the distances

between the light receiving sections la and le and between

the sections lb and If the FES curve can be rapidly

converged to zero by optimizing such shapes and distances.

In the case where the pickup device of the control is

designed so as to be used for recording/reproducing infor-

mation to/from an optical disk with a plurality of recording/

reproduction layers such as a DVD (two layers), a satisfac-

tory FES curve free from focus offset can be obtained from

every layer, as shown in FIG. 6(a).

In the case where, however, in the pickup device of the

control, the hologram element 2 is displaced in the x

direction with respect to an optical axis determined by the

semiconductor laser 1 and the collimator lens 3 upon

assembling, the FES curve becomes as shown in FIG. 6(b).

Normally, error occurring upon assembling or variation of

the wavelength of the laser is adjusted by position adjust-

ment of the hologram element 2 and rotation adjustment of

the same with respect to the optical axis so that focus offset

becomes zero upon focalization. Therefore, in FIG. 6(b) as

well, no focus offset occurs when the recording medium is

placed at the focus position.

In the case where, however, the dividing segment 2g of

the hologram element 2 does not cross the optical axis, the

FES curve comes to have a high peak Pk, as shown in FIG.

5(b), in a region (right-hand side) in which the displacement

of the optical disk is plus (hereinafter referred to as a FAR
region). If such a pickup device of the control having an

assembly error is used for recording/reproduction of an

optical disk having a plurality of recording/reproduction

layers, an FES obtained in this case has a great focus offset

Af as shown in FIG. 6(b), hence it is difficult to achieve

precise focalization.

(9,562 Bl
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The following description will explain a cause of occur-

rence of the focus offset Af to the control.

FIGS. 1(a) and 1(b) show a shape of a light beam spot PI

formed on the light receiving sections 7a, 7b, 7e, and If and

5 shapes of light beam spots P2 and P3 formed on the light

receiving sections 7c and Id. FIGS. 8(a) and 8(b) show
signals Sa, Sb, Se, and Sf which are output signals of the

light receiving sections la, lb, le, and If FIGS. 7(a) and

1(b) illustrate the light beam spots obtained in the case

3Q
where the dividing segment 2g is offsetted in the +x
direction, and as shown therein, the light beam spot PI in the

defocus state protrudes out to the main light receiving

section 7a side by crossing the center of the light receiving

element 7. Particularly, in the case where the optical disk 5

is displaced so as to become farther excessively from the
15

objective lens as shown in FIG. 7(a), the light beam spot PI

more greatly protrudes out from an appropriate side to the

other side by crossing the dividing segment 2g, as compared

with the light beam spot PI in the case where the optical disk

5 is displaced so as to approach the objective lens exces-
20

sively as shown in FIG. 1(b). If there is no assembly error,

for example, no return light is made incident to the main

light receiving section la even in the defocus state in which

the optical disk is displaced so as to become farther exces-

sively. In contrast, if there is an assembly error, return light
25 becomes incident to the main light receiving section 7a as

the defocus state is gravitated due to the assembly error.

Since the focus error signal FES based on an actual output

signal is found by computation of (Sa+Sf)-(Sb+Se), it is

3Q
also found by computation of (Sa-Se)-(Sb-Sf) which is a

modification of the foregoing formula. Therefore, in the case

of FIG. 7(a), even if the focus error signal FES is compen-

sated with Sf so that (Sb-Sf) becomes zero, it constitutes

excessive compensation since Sa is increased by incidence

35
of the return light to the main light receiving section la, and

as a result, the focus error signal FES does not become zero.

Moreover, the output signals Sb and Sf vary as shown in

FIG. 8(a). According to the figure, (Sb-Sf) becomes sub-

stantially zero in the FAR (right-hand side) region of the

40
figure. In a NEAR (left-hand side) region of the figure in

which the optical disk approaches the objective lens exces-

sively and the displacement of the optical disk is minus,

though gradually converted toward zero, (Sb-Sf) remains

slightly greater than zero. On the other hand, the output

45
signals Sa and Se vary as shown in FIG. S(b). According to

the figure, (Sa-Se) is substantially zero in the NEAR region,

while it does not become zero in the FAR region in a defocus

state with a displacement of not less than 10 /on, but has

sufficiently greater than zero. (Sa-Se) is finally converged to

50
zero in a defocus state with a displacement of not less than

20 /im.

Therefore, in the case, like the control, where each area of

the main light receiving sections 7a and lb and each area of

the sub light receiving sections le and If are equal, the FES

55
expressed by (Sa-Se)-(Sb-Sf) has a high peak in the FAR
region, while it gradually drops and becomes more or less

greater than zero.

From what has been describe above, the following two

measures can be thought of as measures to prevent excessive

50 compensation:

(1) to decrease the compensation by the sub light receiv-

ing sections le and 7f; and

(2) to make the light beam spot less protrude out from the

appropriate side to the other side by crossing the border

65 between the main light receiving sections 7a and 7b.

In the present embodiment, each area (effective light

receiving area) of the sub light receiving sections 7e and 7/
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is set smaller than each area (effective light receiving area) shown in FIG. 11(a), or amplifiers 11 and 12 shown in FIG.

of the main light receiving sections la and lb so as to reduce 11(6), and the adjusted signals are added to the output

the compensation by the sub light receiving sections. signals Sb and Sa, respectively. In this case, the focus error

Therefore, such excessive compensation can be prevented, signal FES is calculated by using the following formula:

and a satisfactory FES curve can be obtained. 5

FIGS. 9(a) through 9(h) show FES curves obtained when FES«{Sa-KxSe)-(Sb-KxSf)

the width of the sub light receiving sections le and If is

varied. FIGS. 9(a) through 9(d) show FES curves in the case where K is a compensation coefficient, which is deter-

where a certain assembly error occurs, while FIGS. 9(e) mined in accordance with a resistance of the register 10

through 9(h) show FES curves when the light receiving 10 or gains of the amplifiers U and 12.

sections are desirably assembled. The FES curves of FIGS. Note that in the case where the variable resistor 10 is used,

9(a) and 9(e), the FES curves of FIGS. 9(b) and 9(f), the FES it is necessary to provide a current/voltage converter, not

curves of FIGS. 9(c) and 9(#), and the FES curves of FIGS. shown, before the variable resistor 10.

9(d) and 9(h) are obtained when the width W2 of the sub (2) Sensitivity of the sub light receiving sections le and

light receiving sections le and 7/ is 26 //m, 20 /an, 13 /<m, is If is degraded (diffusion temperature and diffusion depth

and 7 ptm, respectively. upon formation of the light receiving element 7 are

Incidentally, the width Wl of the main light receiving changed),

sections la and lb is set to 25 fim. (3) Each effective light receiving area of the sub light

In FIGS. 9(a) through 9(d), it is seen that in the case where receiving sections le and 7/ is reduced by providing a light

there is an assembly error, the FES curve has a lower peak 20 blocking belt 13 such as a mask made of metal on each, as

in the FAR region as the width of the sub light receiving shown in FIG. 11(c). Such a mask made of metal is easily

sections le and 7/is smaller. On the other hand, it is seen that formed on the light receiving element 7 by patterning, upon

in the case of the desirable assembling, about 20 /mi (about manufacture of the light receiving element 7. Masking is

80 percent of the width of the main light receiving sections effective, since it is difficult to form the light blocking belt

la and lb) is optimum. If the width 2 is set smaller than 20 25 13 by diffusing or the like on such small light receiving

/im, the FES curve has a dull fall in a region of the graph sections as have a width in a //m order,

corresponding to a defocus state (hereinafter referred to as (4) To cope with variation of the shape of the light beam

defocus region), and does not have a high peak, but a focus spot due to an assembly error or the like, the sub light

offset, though very slightly, occurs in the case where a receiving sections le and If are shortened, as shown in FIG.

distance between the recording/reproduction layers is small. 30 11(<0* Here, each area of the sub light receiving sections le

Further, in the case of the width W2 is set to 7 /mi, the focus and 7/is set not less than 25 percent and not more than 80

offset in the case of desirable assembling is considerably percent of each area of the main light receiving sections la

great, and particularly when the width W2 is less than 25 and lb. Further, the sub light receiving sections le and 7/are

percent of the width Wl of the main light receiving sections desirably formed symmetric in the y direction with respect

la and lb, the offset seriously matters. 35 to the central point of the dividing segment Ix. Since the

In an actual optical pickup device, an assembly error light beam spots formed on the sub light receiving sections

necessarily exists. Therefore, it is necessary to take a range 7e and If are great in area, the sub light receiving sections

of an error into consideration even in the case where the le and If surely receive return light even if positions of the

error is small (or no error exists), so as to determine a light beam spots are offsetted in a lengthwise direction of the

generally optimal width of the sub light receiving sections 40 sub light receiving sections le and If Therefore, shortening

le and If More concretely, it is desirable that the sub light receiving sections le and If causes no incon-

0.25Wl^W2 ^0.8W1 is satisfied, where Wl represents the venience.

width of the main light receiving section and W2 represents

the width of the sub light receiving section. Second Embodiment

FIGS. 10(a) and 10(6) show FES curves in the case where 45
Nexl> the followi description will explain a second

the width W2,of the sub light receiving sections le and If is embodiment of the present invention, while referring to
about half of the width Wl of the mam light receiving

FIG$ n and 13 Tfae members havin ^ same structure
sections 7a and 76 (W2=2xWl) More specifically, FIG.

(function) as those in the firsl embodiment will be desig-
10(a) shows an FES curve in the case where the fight

Qated b tfae same refcrence numerals<
receiving sections are desirably assembled, while FIG. 10(6) 50 . , , . • r L _. L j-

shows an FES curve in the case where an assembly error °f
cal P^kup device of the second embodiment is

exists (the assembly here includes installation of the fight
ar™fd 50 as t0 rejdize the followin& measure among those

receiving sections in the optical pickup device). In both the
wmch m mentioned as measures for preventing excessive

cases, the focus offset in a region of the graph corresponding
compensation in the description of the first embodiment: to

to a great defocus state is considerably suppressed. 55
make the light beam spot less protrude from the appropriate

Incidentally, in these foregoing examples, the excessive
Slde t0

. ^
e other Slde b* cros*mS <he^orde

K
r between

k
lhe

compensation is prevented by forming the sub fight receiv-
main }*ht receivmS sectl0ns la and lb m lhe case where

ing sections le and 7/ so as to have a smaller width as
lnere 1S an a^1110^ error

compared with the width of the main light receiving sections FIG. 12 shows a schematic arrangement of the optical

la and lb, but the arrangement of the optical pickup device 60 pickup device. In FIG. 12, for conveniences* sake, only the

of the present invention is not limited to this, and it may be semiconductor laser 1, the light receiving element 7, the

arranged as follows. In the following arrangements, the hologram element 2, and the collimator lens 3 are shown. In

width of the sub light receiving sections le and If is set the vicinity of the hologram element 2, on a side thereof to

substantially equal to that of the main fight receiving sec- the semiconductor laser 1, a cover glass 14 is provided,

lions la and lb, 65 Adiffractive angle of the hologram element 2 is set so that

(1) Levels of the output signals of the sub light receiving a first order diffracted light (returned first order light),

sections le and If are adjusted by a variable register 10 among return light from the optical disk, is made incident
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onto the light receiving element 7. Further, regarding a light Here, since the diffractive angle 91 is preferably as small

beam emitted from the semiconductor laser 1, not only a as possible as described above, it is desirable that the

zeroth order light but also a first order diffracted light following condition is satisfied, as clear from the foregoing

(emitted first order light) are also produced, going toward formula (3):

tan 01«(Z)+r2)/U+rl/£2
the collimator lens 3.

In an optical pickup device having such an optical system,

the shape of the optical beam spot formed on the light Since, however, an assembly error or the like exists, the

receiving element 7 more greatly varies due to an assembly diffractive angle Gl is more preferably set so as to satisfy the

error or the like, as the diffractive angle Gl of the hologram following expression:

element 2 is greater. Therefore, to cause the light beam spot 30

to less protrude out of the appropriate main light receiving
(z>+r2+A)/ii+ri/i2*tan 6i*(D+r2)/n+H/l2

section to the other by crossing the border therebetween, the where A repreSents an assembly error estimated,
diffractive angle 01 may be made smaller. FIGS . 13(a) and 13(/>) show how a light 5eam ^

It is, however, not preferable that the diffractive angle Gl (indicated by two-dot chain lines in the figures) formed on
is decreased too much, since in such a case the emitted first

35
the light receiving element 7 varies when the diffractive

order diffracted light enters the collimator lens 3, and angle of the hologram element 2 is varied to double. FIG.
produces unnecessary light onto the optical disk. Therefore, 13(a) shows a light beam spot in the case where the

by decreasing the diffractive angle to such a level that the diffractive angle is about 15°, while FIG. 13(6) shows a light

emitted first order diffracted light does not enter optical beam spot in the case where the diffractive angle is about

elements behind the hologram element 2 like the collimator 20
30°. In the case of FIG. 13(a) where the diffractive angle is

lens 3, a satisfactory pickup device which satisfies both the smaller, the light beam spot protrudes less from the border

requirements can be provided. between the main light receiving sections la and 76 to which

The following description will concretely explain the the light beam spot is to fall on. As a result, the focus offset

aforementioned optical pickup device. can be suppressed, whereby a satisfactory FES curve can be

In FIG. 12, rl and r2 represent a radius of the hologram obtained,

element 2 and a radius of the collimator lens 3, respectively, Therefore, in the present embodiment, the compensation

61 represents a diffractive angle of return light diffracted by of the focus error signal is prevented from becoming exces-

the hologram element 2, and G2 represents an angle at which sive or insufficient, and consequently, stable focus control

a line connecting the light receiving element 7 and the can be performed in recording/reproduction of an optical

closest position in the diffraction plane of the hologram disk having a plurality of recording/reproduction layers,

element 2 crosses a direction parallel with the optical axis Dimensions of members of the optical pickup device

which crosses the hologram element 2. Further, LI repre- showD ic HG- 12 can be set, for example, as follows,

sents a distance between the light receiving element 7 and The radius rl of the hologram element 2 is set to 0.39 mm,

the collimator lens 3 (distance in a direction parallel with the while a thickness of a supporter 2d of the hologram element

optical axis of the collimator lens 2), and L2 represents a 2 is set to 1.0 mm. L2 is set to 3.031 mm, while D is set to

distance between the light receiving element 7 and the 0.8 mm. A distance between a light emitting point of the

hologram element 2 (distance in a direction parallel with the semiconductor laser 1 and a light receiving surface of the

optical axis of the hologram element 2). In addition, D ^g01 receiving element 7 is set to 0.38 mm. Further, a

represents a distance between the light receiving element 7 ^ distance between a surface of the hologram element 2 on the

and the semiconductor laser 1 (distance in a direction semiconductor laser 1 side and the light receiving surface of

parallel with a surface of the hologram element 2). lhe Kgrrt receiving element is set to 2.57 ram as an optical

Regarding the optical pickup device thus arranged, the Path in the air
'
M the^ Slas?

14
' Slass whose tMctess

following relations are established:
15 xX to 0 25 mm and whose refractive index thereof is set

tan Q1-D/L2

tan 62-(Z)-rl)/I2

to 1.48 is used.

Third Embodiment

tanfl/ = (D-rl)/L2 + rJ/L2 (1) 50

_ , „ , , i. „ . /. ,
Tne following description will explain a third embodi-

From these formulas, the followmg formula can be obtained: mem of the presem inV6ntioni whil6 referring to FIGS. 14

and 15. The members having the same structure (function)

as those in the first embodiment will be designated by the

_ tan02 + ri/L2 same reference numerals.

An optical pickup device of the present embodiment has

light receiving sections 7c' and let for radial error detection

Here, a condition for preventing the emitted first order
5S

use as shown in FIGS. 14(a) and 14(6), which differ in shape

diffracted light from entering the collimator lens 3 can be from the light receiving sections 7c and Id (see FIG. 3) for

expressed as follows: radial error detection use in the optical pickup device of the

first embodiment.

FIGS. 14(a) and 14(6) show shapes of light beam spots

60 (indicated by two -dot chain lines in the figures) in the case

From the formulas (1) and (2), a condition that Gl should where return light falls on the light receiving element 7 with

satisfy is found as follows: maximum offsets in +y direction and -y direction,

respectively, which are caused by an assembly error intrinsic

in the optical system or the like. These figures also show the

Therefore, by setting the diffractive angle Gl so as to satisfy 65 return light in a defocus state with a certain displacement,

the foregoing formula, the emitted first order diffracted light To make the light beam spots fall inside light receiving

does not enter the collimator lens 3. sections for radial error signal detection use 7c' and Id ,

/.lxtan 82*D+r2

tane2^(Z>+r2)/Ll (2)

tan 81 S(D+rl)(L l+rl/I2 (3)
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irrelevantly to errors, such light receiving sections 7c" and

7d" are formed in rectangular shapes having sides parallel

with the dividing segment Ix as a border between the main

light receiving sections la and lb, as indicated by broken

lines in the figure. In the case where the light receiving

sections 7c" and 7cf have such a shape, an area of the same

is remarkably greater than the area of the light receiving

sections la, lb, le, and If for focus error signal detection

use, whereby frequency characteristics deteriorate. Further,

since a sum of effective light receiving areas of the light

receiving sections la, le, and 7c" on the left-hand side and

a sum of effective light receiving areas of the light receiving

sections lb, If, and Id" on the right-hand side are different,

the left region and the right region of the light receiving

element 7 have different frequency characteristics. In an

optical pickup device for DVDs, particularly, it is important

to obtain good signal characteristics in a high frequency

band, since a signal frequency band of the device is high,

about 4 to 5 MHz.

Generally, a level of noise contained in an output signal

outputted from a light receiving section is in proportion to an

area of the light receiving section. Further, since the signal

level lowers as the frequency of the output signal is higher,

the output signal is remarkably affected by noise. In other

words, as the light receiving section has a greater area, it

becomes more difficult to maintain a good S/N, and as a

result, frequency characteristics deteriorate (a good S/N

cannot be ensured in a high frequency band).

Further, in the case where a disk having a plurality of

recording/reproduction layers is reproduced, stray light from

a layer adjacent to a layer accessed is made incident on the

light receiving clement 7, and a radial offset takes place due

to this stray light since the areas of the left and right regions

of the light receiving element 7 are different from each other.

A quantity of the stray light received by the light receiving

element 7 is proportional to the light receiving area thereof,

hence, in the case where the radial error signal is detected by

detecting a difference between output signals of the light

receiving sections 7c" and ld"> a difference between quan-

tities of the stray light received by the light receiving

sections 7c" and Id" appears as a radial offset.

To solve the foregoing problem, it is required to form light

receiving sections 7c' and Id" having as small an area as

possible, and to make the areas thereof substantially equal to

each other. To satisfy the requirement, it is necessary to form

such light receiving sections 7c' and Id with a slant with

respect to the dividing segment Ix in accordance with offsets

of the light beam spots, as indicated by solid lines in FIGS.

14(a) and 14(6). More specifically, the light receiving sec-

tions 7cf

and la" have an equal width W3 in the x direction

and an equal length L3 in the y direction. The width W3 is

set smaller than a width W4 of the light receiving section 7c"

in the x direction, and also smaller than a width W5 of the

light receiving section 7c" in the x direction. The length L3
of the light receiving sections 7c 1 and Id is equal to the

length L3 of the light receiving sections Id" and Id" in the

y direction.

With the foregoing arrangement, the area (effective light

receiving area) of the light receiving sections 7c' and Id is

not more than half of the area of the light receiving sections

7c" and ld%1

indicated by broken lines.

Therefore, since a difference between the total area of the

light receiving sections 7c' and Id and the total area of the

light receiving sections la, lb, le, and 7/ becomes smaller,

such a small difference in area does not become an obstacle

to the light receiving element 7 obtaining good frequency
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characteristics in a higher frequency band. Besides, since the

total effective light receiving areas of the left and right

regions of the light receiving element 7 are equal to each

other, frequency characteristics in the regions can be made
5 identical to each other. As a result, in the case where a disk

having a plurality of recording/reproduction layers is

reproduced, incidence of stray light from an adjacent layer

to the light receiving element 7 does not cause any radial

offset, since the areas of the left and right regions thereof are

10 equal.

FIG. 15(a) shows an example of specific dimensions of

the light receiving element 7, and FIG. 15(6) shows an

example of arrangement of the hologram element 2 and the

light receiving element 7.

15 As shown in FIG. 15(a), the length L3, the width W3, and

a distance between centers of the light receiving sections 7c'

and Id, are 244 /on, 60 ^m, and 480 /urn, respectively. The

width Wl of the main light receiving sections 7a and lb, and

the width W2 of the sub light receiving sections le and Ifare
20 24.5 fim and 11 /mi, respectively. A distance between farthest

end edges of the sub light receiving sections le and 7/ is 102

^m. A distance between the main light receiving sections 7a

and lb is 5 //m, while each distance between the main and

sub light receiving sections 7a and le, and between the main
25 and sub light receiving sections lb and If, is 13 /im. Further,

a slant angle of the light receiving section 7c' is set to 20°,

while a slant angle of the light receiving section Id is set to

5°.

On the other hand, as shown in FIG. 15(6), a distance
30

between centers of the hologram element 2 and the light

receiving element 7 in the y direction is set to 800 //m, while

a distance therebetween in the x direction is set to 19.8 fim.

Incidentally, it should be understood that the detailed

35
embodiments and specific examples discussed under the title

of BEST MODES FOR CARRYING OUT THE INVEN-
TION has a sole purpose of illustrating the present invention

in terms of the technologies involved, and it will be obvious

that the invention may be varied in many ways. Such

^ variations are not to be regarded as a departure from the

spirit and scope of the invention, and all such modifications

as would be obvious to one skilled in the art are intended to

be included within the scope of the claims below.

INDUSTRIAL APPLICABILITY
45

As has been described above, the optical pickup device of

the present invention is characterized in that: since the

supplemental signals from the sub light receiving sections

for focus error signal compensation use are adjusted, occur-

50 renee of offset to the focus error signal can be suppressed

even in the case where the shape of the light beam spot

varies due to an arrangement error (an assembly error or the

like) of the optical element.

Further, by setting the effective light receiving area of the

55 sub light receiving sections smaller than the effective light

receiving area of the main light receiving sections, compen-

sation of the focus error signal is prevented from becoming

excessive or insufficient in a great defocus state even in the

case where shape variation of the light beam spot on the light

60 receiving element including the main and sub light receiving

sections is different from that in a normal state due to an

arrangement error when the focus adjusting operation is

carried out.

Furthermore, by setting the effective light receiving area

65 of the sub light receiving sections to not less than 25 percent

and not more than 80 percent of the effective light receiving

area of the main light receiving sections, compensation of
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the focus error signal is prevented from becoming excessive

or insufficient in a great defocus state, irrelevant to presence

or absence of an arrangement error, even in the case where
shape variation of the light beam spot on the light receiving

element including the main and sub light receiving sections 5

is different from that in a normal state when the focus

adjusting operation is carried out.

Furthermore, another optical pickup device of the present

invention is arranged so that a first order diffractive angle of

the hologram element is reduced to such a level that an
1Q

emitted first order diffracted light is not made incident on the

optical element, whereby occurrence of an offset to the focus

error signal can be suppressed even in the case where the

shape of the light beam spot on the light receiving element

varies due to an arrangement error. As a result, compensa-
j$

tion of the focus error signal is prevented from becoming

excessive or insufficient. Therefore, it is possible to obtain a

satisfactory FES curve upon recording/reproduction of an

optical disk having a plurality of recording/reproduction

layers. -20
Furthermore, the light receiving sections for radial error

signal detection use are provided at least in regions to which

return light shifted due to an arrangement error is incident,

in such a manner that they have a substantially equal

effective light receiving area each. With the foregoing
25

arrangement, in the case where shapes of the light receiving

sections are determined so that the return light falls on inside

the light receiving sections without being affected by an

arrangement error, the effective light receiving areas can be

made minimum, whereby the light receiving element includ-
30

ing those for focus and radial error signal detection use can

be made to have good frequency characteristic in a high

frequency band. Moreover, by forming the light receiving

sections for radial error signal detection use so that they have

a substantially equal effective light receiving area each,
35

frequency characteristics of these light receiving sections

become identical to each other. Therefore, when a repro-

ducing operation is carried out with respect to an optical

recording medium having a plurality of recording/

reproduction layers, it is possible to suppress occurrence of
4Q

radial offset stemming from stray light from a layer adjacent

to a layer accessed.

What is claimed is:

1. An optical pickup device, in which a light beam emitted

from a light source is converged onto an optical recording
45

medium through an optical system, and a shift which a focal

point of the light beam has made from the optical recording

medium is detected based on return light returning from the

optical recording medium through said optical system, said

optical pickup device comprising:
5Q

main light receiving means having at least two main light

receiving sections, each main light receiving section

producing a main signal in accordance with a quantity

of the return light incident thereon;

sub light receiving means having sub light receiving 55

sections, when the shift of the focal point is beyond a

dynamic range and the return light becomes incident

also on outside said main light receiving sections and

partly on said sub light receiving sections, each sub

light receiving means producing a sub signal in accor- 60

dance with a quantity of the part of the return light that

is incident thereon; and

error signal producing means for producing a focus error

signal by compensating the main signal by using the

sub signal, 65

wherein said sub light receiving means adjusts an offset of

the focus error signal due to an arrangement error of an

optical element constituting said optical system, by
using the sub signal.

2. The optical pickup device as set forth in claim 1,

wherein an effective light receiving area of each sub light

receiving section is set smaller than an effective light receiv-

ing area of each main light receiving section.

3. The optical pickup device as set forth in claim 2,

wherein the effective light receiving area of each sub light

receiving section is not less than 25 percent and not more

than 80 percent of the effective light receiving area of each

main light receiving section.

4. The optical pickup device as set forth in claim 1,

wherein said sub light receiving means includes level adjust-

ing means for adjusting a level of the sub signal.

5. An optical pickup device, in which a light beam emitted

from a light source is made to pass through a hologram

element and is converged onto an optical recording medium
through an optical element, and a shift which a focal point

of the light beam has made from the optical recording

medium is detected based on return light which returns from

the optical recording medium and is diffracted by said

hologram element, said optical pickup device comprising:

main light receiving means having at least two main light

receiving sections, each main light receiving means

producing a main signal in accordance with a quantity

of the return light incident thereon, the return light

having a cross section shape in accordance with the

shift which the focal point of the light beam has made
from the optical recording medium;

sub light receiving means having sub light receiving

sections, when the shift of the focal point is beyond a

dynamic range and the return light becomes incident

also on outside said main light receiving sections and

partly on said sub light receiving sections, each sub

light receiving means producing a sub signal in accor-

dance with a quantity of the part of the return light that

is incident thereon; and

error signal producing means for producing a focus error

signal by compensating the main signal by using the

sub signal,

wherein a first order diffractive angle of said hologram

element is set substantially equal to a minimum dif-

fractive angle in such an angle range as causes a first

order diffracted light resulting on diffraction of the light

beam from said light source by said hologram element

to reach outside of a range of incidence to said optical

element.

6. The optical pickup device as set forth in claim 5,

wherein the first order diffractive angle represented by 8

satisfies:

(ZHr2+A)/I l+rl/12*tan e £ (D+r2)/L l+rl/L2

where D represents a distance between said light source

and said main and sub light receiving sections, rl

represents a radius of said hologram element, r2 rep-

resents a radius of an optical element closest to said

hologram element, LI represents a distance between

said optical element and said main and sub light

receiving sections in a direction parallel with an optical

axis of said hologram element, L2 represents a distance

between said hologram element and said main and sub

light receiving sections in a direction parallel with the

optical axis of said hologram element, and A represents

an arrangement error of said optical element.

7. An optical pickup device, in which a light beam emitted

from a light source is converged onto an optical recording
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medium through an optical system, and a shift which a focal

point of the light beam has made from the optical recording

medium and a shift of the light beam in an radial direction

on the optical recording medium are detected based on

return light returning from the optical recording medium 5

through said optical system, said optical pickup device

comprising:

focus control means including at least two focus-error-

detection-use light receiving sections for producing a

first signal in accordance with a quantity of the return 10

light incident thereon, said focus control means

producing, based on the first signal, a focus error signal

in accordance with the shift of the focal point of the

light beam;

radial control means having at least two radial-error-
15

detection-use light receiving sections for providing a

second signal in accordance with a quantity of the

Bl
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return light incident thereon, said radial-error-

detcction-use light receiving sections being provided so

as to have said focus-error-detection-use light receiving

sections provided therebetween, said radial control

means producing, based on the second signal, a radial

error signal in accordance with the shift of the light

beam in the radial direction, wherein:

said radial-error-detection-use light receiving sections

are provided at least in regions to which the return

light shifted due to an arrangement error of an optical

element constituting said optical system is incident;

and

said radial-error-detection-use light receiving sections

have effective light receiving areas, respectively,

which are substantially equal to each other.

* * * * *
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